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In this paper we consider a finite probabilistic automaton, a partition P on 
the state set of this automaton and we characterize the probability that auto 
maton having the initial state in a block p e P and receiving an input word 
xlx~ "'" xe to move into successive states s~ ep l  ,..., sk ePe,  where p~ ,..., p~ 
are blocks of P. This problem has been suggested by Paz (1971) where it is 
studied for the case with one letter input alphabet and is left as an open problem 
for the case of input alphabet with more than one letter. In this paper we study 
this case. 
1. DEFINIT IONS AND NOTATIONS 
Let  I be a finite set of letters x 1 , x~ ,..., x r (r >~ 1) and S be a finite set of 
elements  1 , s 2 ,..., s n . A finite string consisting of zero or more letters of_/is a 
word over I. The  string consisting of zero letters is written A and is called 
the empty word. The  length of a word w is denoted by l(w) and is the number  
of letters appearing in the word, when each letter is counted as many times 
co /c 
as it occurs. The  set of all words over I is -/* = U~,=01 , where I k denotes the 
set of all words over I of length k and -/0 ~ {A}. 
Let  7r be an n-dimensional stochastic row vector, where n is the number  of 
elements of  S and let _d be a function of I into the set of n × n-dimensional 
stochastic matrices. By a finite probabil istic automaton over I we mean an 
ordered triple M • (~r, S, A) where ~r, S, and A are the above specified 
elements. The  set S is the set of internal states, ~r is the initial distr ibution of 
states and for x ~ I, the ( i , j ) th entry in the matr ix A(x)  is the transit ion 
probabil i ty of automaton to enter into the state s~. after being in the state s i and 
receiving the input letter x (Salomaa, 1969). 
Let  M = (rr, S, ,//) be a finite probabil istic automaton over alphabet I
and P a partit ion on S. We shall denote by p (indexed if necessary) an 
arbitrary element of the partit ion P. I fp i ,  pj are elements of P, then A~,,~(x) 
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denotes the submatrix of A(x) with rows inpi and columns inp~. and ~r~, is the 
subvector of ~r corresponding to the elements in Pi.  By ~7 we denote an 
n-dimensional column vector, all the entries of which are equal to one. 
I fp  is an element of the partition P, I P ] will denote the number of states of 
the block p. 
We now consider a function f :  [.)~=0 (pk+l × i k) _+ [0, 1] defined by: 
f (P ,  )~) = % "% 
f (P l '  "'" Pt 'P ;+ I ,  Xl  . . . .  x t  t) = 7r~, " Av(~( (x l ' )  ""-/1~(~',+x(xtt) "q~',+ x . 
Here, f (P l  . . . .  Pt'P't+l, Xl' ""xt') is interpreted as the probability that the 
probabilistic automaton to leave the block Pl' of the partition P and receiving 
the input letter x 1' to enter in a state of the block P2', receiving the input 
letter x(  to enter in a state of the block pa', and so forth. This function is 
called the function associated to the partition P and to probabilistic auto- 
maton M. 
2. RESULTS 
In this section we shall consider the function above defined, we shall 
demonstrate two properties of this function and we shall define a family of 
functions which will have importance in the last two theorems. 
PROPOSITION 1. The function f associated to the partition P and to proba- 
bilistic automaton verifies the following two properties: 
(1) E,~ef(P,A)  = 1 
(2) E~f (vp ,  ux) = f(v, u), for every ~ ~ S and (~;, u) e U~=o (p~+l × rk). 
Proof. (1) By the definition of the funct ionf  we havef (p ,  A) = % • % 
therefore ~ef (P ,  A) = ~i=i~ rri ~- 1 because ~r is stochastic vector and ~r¢ 
denotes the i-th component of w. (2) We now suppose that v = Pi'P~' "'" Pt' 
and u == x(  "" xt' with t >/2.  
Then: 
where 
f(vp, ux) ~vt , (u ) 'A~,~(x) .~,  
~, , (u )  = ~; .  A~,~; (~( ) . . .A~;_~&?) .  
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It  follows that: 
because A(x) is a stochastic matrix. 
For any p ~ P we can define the matrix: 
(v?, u;),..., 
if( . . . . . .  )] VlP•I, UlUl ) f(VlpV~ , UlUe ) "'" f (v lpv~ , UlUk 
! t t ! t t [ f (vkpv l  , ukul ) f (vkpv~ , uku2 ) ... f (v~pvk , u~uk )J 
where v i ,  vi' ~P*,  p ~P,  u, ,  ui' e I *  and l(vi) = l(ui), l(vi') = l(ui'), 
i = 1 .... , k. We denote by r(P~((v 1 , ul),..., (vk ,  us); (vl", Ul t) . . . . .  (¢l)le t, uk'))) 
the rank of the matrix P~((v 1 , ua),... , (vk,  uk); (Vl', ul'),..., (vk', uk')). As in 
Paz (1971) we can define the rank of the block p ~ P (denoted by r(p)) by: 
r(p) = sup{r(P~(fVl , ui),... , (v~ , uk); (731' , ul'),... , (vlc' , u~'))}, 
where the pairs (vi' , u(), (vi, ui) range P* × I* on condition that l(vi) -= l(ui), 
l(vi') = l(ui'), i = 1 .... , k. Defining the rank o f f  as: 
r ( f )  = ~ r(p) 
~P 
we obtain the following theorem which corresponds to Theorem 1.1 from 
Paz (1971, p. 118). 
THEOREM 1. 
(1) r(p) ~ [p l fo ranyp~P 
(2) r ( f )  <~ [ST. 
The proof is very similar to the proof of the corresponding theorem from 
Paz .  
Consider as before a partition P on state set S and denote by F(P,  I)  the 
family of the functions g: [ J~o (pk × i k) __> [0, 1] satisfying the relation: 
g(vp, px)  = g(v, 9)  (1) 
p~P 
for every pair (v, Q) ~ Uk=0 (P~ × Ik) and every x ~ I. 
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Remark. I fg  eF(P, l) and g(v, 9) = 0 for a pair (v, Q) ~ 0k~0 (p7¢ × i k) 
then g(vvl , QQ1) = 0 for any (Vl , Qa) ~ Uk~=o (pk × i~). By FI(P, I) we mean 
the subfamily of the functions g inF(P, 1) satisfying the property: 
g(A, ;9 = 1. 
Here, the notation A specifies two distinct words: the first word is the string 
consisting of zero letters of P and the second word specifies the string of zero 
letters of input alphabet L
DEFINITION 1. For every g eF(P,I)  we define: 
(._g(pv, xQ) if g(p, x) v~ 0 
gr~.~]( v, 9) g(P, X)  
(0 if g(p,x) =0,  
co 
where (% Q) e Uk=o (pk X Ik). 
PROPOSITION 2. I f  g ~ F(P, I) then g[,,~] ~ F(P, I) for every (p, x) e P ×I .  
Proof. Let us assume g(p, x) @- O. Then: 
V ! "v ' "~x'" g(P ~p ' xQx') 
g[.,~]t 'P, k¢ ) --- ~ g(p, x) ~- g[..~](v, Q) 
~o" 2o" 
oo 
for every pair (v, Q)~ Uk=0 (pk × i k) and every x' ea r. If g(p, x) = 0 then 
g[~,~] is the null function and g[m~l(vp', Qx') -- g[~.~](v, Q) -~ 0 for every pair 
(p', x') ~ P × I, therefore 
g[~,~,l(vp', Qx') =- 0 = g[ . .~] (v ,  Q) .  
Remark. If g eF(P, I) and g(p, x) ~ 0 then g[,.~l ~FI(P, I). 
DEFINITION 2. Let M = (% S, A) be a finite probabilistic automaton 
over alphabet I and P ={Pl ,P2 .... ,PT~} a partition on S. For every 
i = 1, 2,..., k we define the functions f , ]  Ot~=o (pt x I t) --+ [0, 1] by: 
fro( v, Q) =: f(piv, Q) 
oo t for every (v, Q) E U,=o (P* × I ) , f  being the function associated to partition P
and to probabilistic automaton M. The functions f ' l  '""f~k are called the 
components of the functionf. 
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PROPOSITION 3. For every Pi ~ P we have f~ ~F(P, I). 
The proof of this proposition is very simple using the second part of 
Proposition 1. 
In the following theorem we give a relation between the components of the 
function associated to the partition P and some finite subsets ofF(P, I). 
THEOREM 2. Let M = (~r, S, A) be a finite probabilistic automaton over 
alphabet I and a partition P on S. I f  P = {Pl , P2 ,..., Ph}, then as before denote 
by f~l ' " " f~ the components of the function associated to partition P and to 
automaton M. For every pi ~ P, i = 1, 2 , . ,  h there is a finite set T~ C_FI(P , I) 
with following properties: (1) f~i is a subconvex combination of all functions from 
T~.  (2) I f  g ~ T~ and (p', x') ~ P × I satisfies the condition g(p', x') ~ 0 
then g[~',~'] is a convex combination of the functions from T~, . 
Proof. Let us assume that the elements Pl ,P2 ,...,Pn of the partition P 
are formed in such a way that: the block pl contains the states s~ ,..., sl~ll, 
therefore the first [Pl [ states of S constitute the block P l ,  the block p~. 
contains the states l~lt+~ ,..., sl~ii+l~ I and so forth (we remember that i fp  is a 
block of the partition P, then i P ] denotes the number of states of p). Consider 
co 
a pair (v, Q) ~ U~=I (pt × p), therefore v = PqPi~ ""Pi,, ,  Q = xjxj~ .." x j , .  
To simplify the notation, we shall consider v = Pl'P2'"" P~', Q = xa'xz . . . .  xm', 
where Pl' = Pq ,..., P~' = P#~, xl' = x~. ,..., x~' = xj,~. Let Pt be a block of 
the partition P and we note 
A~AQ) = &, ,C(x ; )  "A , ;~; (x ; ) ' "A , ;o_~o, (x j ) .  
This matrix has ] Pt [ rows and IP~/I columns. For 
i = J P,-a I + 1,..., ]P,-a I + l Pt I 
eo 
(conventionary J Po [ = O) we define the function gi: Ot=l (pt × p) _+ [0, 1] 
by the relation: 
g,(v, Q) = [A,,~(Q)]i-!,,_~I " ~7~,: (2) 
using the above notations and if X is a matrix, then [X]~ denotes the u-th row 
of X. We extend the definition ofg  i defining this function also in (A, A) by: 
g,(A, A) = 1. (3) 
We now prove that the functions g~ satisfy the relation: 
~, g~(vp, Qx) = g,(v, Q) (4) 
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o0 
for every (% Q)~ l,)~=0 (/m × I*) and every x ~I.  I f  v = )t, Q = )l, then 
~.~,g¢(p, x) = 1 because A(x) is a stochastic matrix. But gi()t, )i) = 1. 
Consider v =/= A, Q =/= A, therefore v ~ Pl . . . .  p~', Q = x 1 . . . .  x~', where 
k /> 1 and x 6 I. According to relation (2) a straightforward computation 
shows that: 
therefore 
g~(vp, Qx) = [A~V...~,(Q)]~_I~_~I . A~(~,(x) "~ 
~0 
and the right-hand side of this relation is gi(v, Q). This implies that 
gi ~ El(P, I). It follows that for any p ~ P we have a set T~ of [ Pt ] functions 
from Fa(P , I), these functions being defined as in (2) and (3). 
In order to prove that f~ t is a subconvex combination of the functions from 
T~,  consider an arbitrary pair (v, Q) c Dl~0 (px × Ik). A simple calculation 
shows that: 
where ~rj is the j -th component of the vector rr and the sum of the right-hand 
side is for all indices corresponding toPt • To prove the last sentence of this 
theorem we consider a pair (p', x') ~ P × I in such a way that g(p', x') :/= O, 
whereg ~ T,i . We have: 
g(p'v, x'Q) 
g[, , , . l (v,  Q) -~ ZJ~,, arj(x') ' 
where r is the index of g in T~ and au~(X') is the (u, v)th entry in the matrix 
A(x'). We now have: 
A~,~.~(x'Q) = A~,~,(x') A~,~(Q). 
Let us assume that the last letter of v is PT~'- We have: 
g(p' v, x'Q) = [-dv,v%(x'Q)],._ i~_zl " ~7~( 
It follows that: 
A q [ m~'( x)]r-im_li "A~.,(Q) "v~k" 
ZJ~' a~j(x')gj(~, 0) = ~ A~j(x')g~(~, Q)
Z;~' arj(x') j~p'  
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where 
= 
a Xx') " 
I f  v = 1, Q = 1, then g[~,,x,](A, A) = 1, but gj(1, A) = 1 for any j, therefore 
g[~,,~,l(A, A) ~ ~e~" ,~(x') ~ ~js~, Ar~(x' ) gj(,~, A). This completes the proof 
of the Theorem 2. 
Consider the finite sets P = {Pl,...,Pn} and I -~  {x I ,..., Xr}. In the 
following theorem we denote by F(P, I) the family of the functions 
g: U~=o (pk × i k) __~ [0, l] satisfying the relation ~e g(vp, Qx) = g(v, Q) 
for every (v, Q) e (J2~0 (Be × I~) and x c I .  ByF~(P, I) we mean the family of 
the functions g of F(P, I) verifying g(A, A) = 1. Also we consider for each 
g eF(P, I) the function g[~.~] as in Definition 1. Given h subsets of FI(P , I) 
satisfying some conditions, we construct a finite probabilistic automaton and 
a partition on state set of this automaton, so that we relate the new results to 
the first part of this paper. 
THEOREM 3. Let { T~}~p afamily of finite subsets of Fl(P , I) and {f~}~e be a 
family of functions where for every p e P f~ is a subconvex combination of the 
functions from T~ and: 
(1) X~pf~(A, 1) = 1. 
(2) I f  g ~ T~ and the pair (p', x') e P × I satisfies the condition g(p', x') ~ O, 
then g[~',x'] is a convex combination of the functions from T~, . 
Then, there is a finite probabilistic automaton, a partition on the state set 
(this partition containing h blocks), so that the functions f~ with p ~ P are the 
components of the function associated to this partition and to this automaton. 
Proof. Let ki be the number of elements of T~i and o~ i = ~=0 kt,  
i = 1,..., h with k 0 = 0. Let us denote the functions from T~ by g~., where 
jE{ai_  1 -}- ] ..... as}. Consider ie  {1,..., ah} and a pair (pt ,  x) ~P  × I so that 
gi(Pt, x) ~ O. From the second property of this theorem, there is ti~(x ) for 
j ~ at-a + 1,..., at with: 0 ~ A~j(x) ~< 1 for any j  e {at-x + 1 ..... ~t} 
oo 
for every (v, Q) ~ [-)k=o (P~ × Ik) 
c~ t
Z 
c~ t 
1,j(x)gj(v, O) 
J=~t_ l+ l  
Aij(x) = 1. 
]=at_l+l 
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We now define the elements: 
%(x) = gi(Pt, x).  hi~(x ) for j = ~t-~ + 1,..., ~,.  (5) 
We observe that even when gi(Pt, x) = 0, we can define %(x) = 0 for 
J = ~-1  + 1,..., ~ .  Proceeding in this way for t = 1 .... , h and i = 1,..., c~h 
we can define the matrix:  
A(x) = 'j ai~(x)J!i=z . . . . . . .  (6)  
3"=1 . . . . .  n 
where n = %.  We remark that A(x) is a stochastic matr ix because: 
ai~(x) = ~ gi(Pl , x) Aij(x ) @ "" + gi(Ph , x) )tij(x )
j=t  j= l  J=ah_ l+ l  
h 
t= l  
For  every pl ~ P there is dj >~ 0 , j  = o~i_ 1 -? 1,..., ~i so that: 
f~(v,  Q) = ~ djg¢(v, Q) (7) 
J=~i__l+l 
for any (% Q) ~ (..)1~0 (pk × Ik), since fv, is a subconvex combinat ion of the 
funct ions of T~, . 
Define the row vector 7r~, with k i elements, components of which are the 
coefficients d~. f rom (7). The  row vector 7r ~ @~ ,..., ~%h) is an n-dimensional  
vector and is a stochastic vector because 
f~()t, A) = ~ d~ and ~f~i ( ) ,  1) = 1. 
J=a /_ lq -1  ~0 i 
Let  M = (% S, A) be the probabi l ist ic automaton over alphabet I,  where S 
is the state set with [ S [ = n, rr is the stochastic vector as above defined and A 
is a mapp ing  of I into the set of n × n-stochastic matrices, the ( i , j ) - th  entry 
in the matr ix A(x) being aij(x ) defined by (5). We can consider the part i t ion 
{Pl ,..., Ply} of S, where Pi contains the states s~,_1+1 ..... s . .  We must  prove 
that the probabi l ist ic automaton M satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. 
For  i = 1,..., h by ~,  we denote the column vector with ki components,  
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all the entries of this vector being equal to one. For every i ~ I,..., h we 
have: 
f~,(;~, A) = ~ dj = ~r~, .%,  (8) 
J=oZi_ l+l  
f~,(p~ , x) = ~ djgj(p~. , x) (9) 
J=~i_l+l 
~r 
ajk(x) = gj(p, , x) (10) 
k=%,._1+1 
therefore g,(p~., x) = [A~,~,(x)]j_~,_~ - 9, for j = ~_~ -t- 1,..., ~ .  This 
implies: 
Assume that for every (% Q) ~ 1,)~=o (P~ × I~) we have: 
e~(~, Q) = [A~,~,(Q)],_~,_~ . , ,  (11) 
~) : • where v = lP ,  l = ~i--1 + 1,..., a i Consider (v", Q") e ps+l × is+l. Then 
v" = pqv, Q" = xQ with (% Q) ~ P~ × P and we can write: 
etq 
gj(v", Q") =- gj(pQv, xQ) =- ~ gj(pq, x) ~jk(x)gk(v, Q) (12) 
k=c~q_a+l 
because if g~(pq, x) = O, then gj(pqv, xQ) = O, therefore (12) holds and if 
g/pq , x) =# 0 then: 
cgq 
g;r~,xl(v, Q) = Y aj~(x) gk(v, Q) 
~=C~q_l+l 
but g~(pqv, xQ) = g,(pq , x) gj[~,~](v, Q). It follows by (10): 
g~(P~, xQ) = Z a~(x).gk(~, 9) = [A~,,,~(x)]j_,,_, •&o,~(Q) .  ~ ,  
k=~q__l+l 
where v~p -- v. Consequently 
g~(p~v, xQ) = [A~,~(xQ)]~_~,_~ "% 
therefore 
g~(~", 99 = N~,~;~(9")]~-~,_~ • ~,
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where v" ~ vl" p. This implies that (1 I) holds for every (v, Q) ~ (J~°= o (pk × i~). 
o0 
We now consider (v, Q)~ Uk=o (pk × i~). Using (7) a simple calculation 
shows that: 
where v = v'p' .  The proof is thus complete. 
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